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Unleash your natural swing!

An innate swing just waiting to be revealed!
What if the perfect swing finally proved its effectiveness through the
most natural gesture possible, favoring instinct over technique? For
Stéphane Bachoz: it’s obvious!
You thought that in order to play golf, you had to spend years learning
the right gestures to become competitive on the golf course...

Quite the contrary!
Stéphane Bachoz
- Professional Golf Coach and
Co-founder of FlowMotion Golf
- «Class AA» Member and PGA
France Trainer
- Golf Developer for PGA’s of Europe
- Trade Press Editor
- TEDx Speaker/Lecturer

“A movement
is not learned,
it is freed!”
	P. Campinion Biomécanicien

For Stéphane Bachoz, Golf Developer for the PGA’s of Europe, it doesn’t
matter if you are a beginner, a passionate amateur, or a golfer wanting
to improve, the swing is already within you. You just need to let it reveal
itself...

An incredible revolution!
In order to do this, Stéphane and Olga have a unique, simple, and
efficient approach to golf. Sometimes complex and often daunting
academic techniques are forgotten, making way for a Natural Gesture
based on your own motor preference and reliable technical milestones.
Stéphane Bachoz teaches golf in a fun way, applying the Triangulaid
concept invented by Welshman Bill Owens in 1991. This is a concept
with three learning stages that will open all the possibilities of a golf
course for you...
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One team,
one state of mind,
one single objective
Guided by a desire to share the LOVE
of this GAME, our team is committed to
bringing you all the tools so that YOUR
learning process becomes the keystone
of our collective and individual classes.
Because our messages are compatible
with the brain, you will be happy to
learn by yourself and you will become
your own teacher.

Swing as you walk
Sensations, balance, rhythm and
coordination for a mental breakthrough!
If some people tend to think that golf
is all about the arms, it’s quite the
contrary for Stéphane Bachoz!
Understanding that all stems from the
power of your equipment and not that
of the player is essential.
Just as when you walk, your arms will
follow the movement of your body and
not the reverse. This is how you find
your Natural Gesture that mirrors your
way of walking!
Stéphane BACHOZ
Stéphane began his professional career in the family’s ready-towear business, «Michel Bachoz».
He attended his first golf club in 1988, at the age of 26. 3 years
later, his HCP is 4...
At the same time, he joined the Bistro Romain Group and became
its Director for Development.
In 1995, having survived cancer, he decided to make a living from
his passion: Golf. Headed for the unknown, he met Mr. Bill Owens,
the founder of the «Educational Golf» project and the «Triangulaid
Golf» concept, and joined him on the journey to build a different
world...
Olga LEONOVITCH
A former figure skating coach and choreographer, both on and
off ice, Olga started golfing barely 10 years ago. She was born in
Moscow, where golf was never a national sport! Yet, thanks to the
simplicity of the FlowMotion Golf learning process, she became a
registered Professional Coach in less than... 10 years!
To all those who think that it’s a long and boring process to learn
to play golf well, think again!

Indeed, it is high time we put an end
to the popular belief that there is only
one way to stand and to move. Quite
simply, there are as many ways as there
are ages and body shapes.

More than a sport,
a thrilling game!
Lastly, let go of this game’s traditional
codes and make learning it simpler. You
will discover a revolutionary process in
total contrast with traditional methods.
As a result: you regain confidence in
yourself, in your body, in your game
and you develop a mind of steel for a
better approach to success!
(Re)discover extreme pleasure in your
game!
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Golf is good for your health
A Swedish study has demonstrated that golfers
had a life expectancy that is 5 years longer. Indeed,
golf makes you walk and thus reduces the risks of
cardio-vascular and lung diseases. It also increases
HDL cholesterol (the good kind of cholesterol).
Its benefits do not stop here. When one knows that
a mere swing activates 13 joints and 69 muscles,
one can draw the right conclusions!
Great for mental health, golf specifically encourages
thinking, composure and concentration.
Lastly, if you are still not convinced, know that a
game of golf burns between 750 and 1125 calories
whereas a one-hour bike ride eliminates between
400 and 600.

Oxygenate yourself, focus,
be physically active,
build muscles, be at ease...

10

good reasons
for taking up
golf:
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Gain 5 additional years of life
expectancy! (see report on
a recent Swedish Golf and
Health study)
	
A great way to reconnect
with Nature: Change of
scenery guaranteed!
 his is true Art of Living, this
T
pleasure to walk through
beautiful landscapes, to
discover club houses where
conviviality, fine dining and
friendly encounters are the
rule!
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It is a game that boosts
mental health, esteem and
self-confidence (see Health
and Care Study) and it is
great for morale!
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It is the perfect game to
develop new friendly or
professional relationships!
	
No, Golf is not expensive!
Daily green fee in our Noisyle-Roi club (France) is €32!
	
Improves and sustains the
respiratory system, as well as
balance and muscle strength.

“Being a Leader is not about being the
best. Being a Leader is making sure
all the others are at their best!”
Michael Hebron

	
A walk through the
golf course, so-called
“a mindfulness walk”, is
beneficial for the brain and
promotes neurotransmitter
balance.
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Age is not
a handicap!
	Less risk
of injury!
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How about living golf differently?
Flow Motion is the learning solution to become
“COMPETENT, THOUGHT UNCONSCIOUSLY”.
From Full Swing to Putting, just as naturally
as you walk or go the stairs!

Olga, 56, golf coach,
began playing golf
10 years ago.

https://youtu.be/cEwtCbaG2d4

Jérôme, beginner.

https://youtu.be/eiI3pm7jEVE

Jérôme, index 14.
On a quest for
improvement.

https://youtu.be/_xWkVzvDyg4

TED X
about Stephane
Bachoz:
Golf saved him.
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=GarBx-E8-5E

Collective class ½ day
€90 at the Noisy-le-Roi golf course
Golf class with Olga
€60 per hour at Noisy-le-Roi
€105 at Studio Balzac in Paris

Best of

https://youtu.be/EoqBAeVLw60

Golf class with Stéphane
€100 at the Noisy-le-Roi golf course
€145 at Studio Balzac in Paris

CONTACT
FLOWMOTION GOLF

MEDIA CONTACT
BBCONSEIL

Stéphane Bachoz
+33 (0)6 72 94 18 97

63, avenue Raymond Poincaré
75116 Paris

stef@triangulaid.com
info@triangulaid.com

Brigitte Baranès : +33 (0)6 08 18 17 16
contact@brigittebaranesconseil.com

www.triangulaid.com

www.bbconseil-communication.com

facebook.com/flowmotiongolf
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